S.NO.

Name

State

1

MR. DENIS RODRIGUES

Karnataka

2

Shifali Nehria

West Bengal

3

Govada Vayunandana Rao

Andhra Pradesh

4

Kajal Sagar Chandra

MAHARASHTRA

5
6

Rakhi Manish Datta
Dr Manju Pandey

UP
Delhi

7

B Gireesh

Kerala

8

Md Ali Mehebub Hassan

West Bengal

9

FLORENCE HELEN NALINI X

Tamil Nadu

10
11

Dr. Pramila Rajendran
Fardeen Rafique

Karnatka
Karnataka

12

k SONIYA

Tamil Nadu

13

GINCY ROSHAN THOMAS

Kerala

14

Vineeta pandey

Uttar Pradesh

15

joshua v

tamil nadu

16

DEBARATI BASAK

Karnataka

17

Pudota Anvesh Babu

Telangana

Feedback of Career Coach Program
This is the best course I have ever attended on Career counseling.
The course content, mode of delivery, the manner in which the
questions were answered were all unique! Mr Diwakar is a fund of
knowledge and has shared a lot of resources materials with us which
would be useful in our professional journey. His enthusiasm and
helpful disposition towards trainees is commendable!
The workshop was very knowledgeable, got to know so much in this
workshop.
Very Informative and Wonderful session.
Workshop was very helpful. Eye opening and rich with resources.
Very informative
Easy to understand and interesting
Creative and Flexible attitude of the facilitator Mr Divakar Singh made
the session interesting ,useful ,motivating and a wonderful platform of
knowledge sharing .. A great experience ..
Very
Informative
andHELEN
Wonderful
session.
This is
FLORENCE
NALINI
X. I attended the workshop
conducted by Mr. Diwakar on Career Counseling, which was
conducted on a Virtual platform, in the days, 7th,8th and 9th of
November,2020..
Very Informative and Wonderful session.
Very Informative and Wonderful session.
Career coach program : Very Informative and Wonderful session
A wonderful resourceful session. Diwakar sir is a very dedicated and
down to earth person. Really enjoyed all the sessions
Authentic and very informative
it was an amazing experience i got a lot of information and knowledge
thanks for giving me this great oppertunity
Very enlightened workshop, excellent resources and Mr. Diwakar is a
true mentor, patient and a generous professional. Looking forward to
be associated with CCI
inspiring and innovative presentation

18

VIJAYAN C

KERALA

19

HINDHUMATHI K

Tamilnadu

20

Mrs. Elizabeth Faith Kulothungan

Maharashtra

21

DR RAMESH PATIL

Maharashtra

22

Arushi Raheja

Delhi

23

Laxmi Anil Lobo

Maharastra

24

Dr. Sadhana Dinesh Palsamkar

Maharashtra

25

Anjela Dahiya

Delhi

26

Avantika Walia

Gujarat

The awfully crafted sessions and it's resources and presentation will
undoubtedly contribute a lot in my career as a Counsellor.
It was an wonderful sessions and it was very helpful.
It was very practically beneficial and has given me the confidence to
give career guidance to the aspiring youth in the proper way.

I was very impressed by Mr Diwakar Singh for his enthusiastic and
focused instructions on the career counselling webinar program. His
ideology and the analysis of strength and weeknesses was very clear
and the knowledge about the career selection and career tests was
very impressed. His way of delivery to each of us was clear and easy
to use and practice. Mr. Diwakar has given us all the insight of the
career counselling skills and testing the clients with variety of
analytical skills. His entrepreneur approach and the set up briefings
gave us lot of courage and confidence to run the show without any
difficulties. It identified my strengths and career learnings which I'd
always known I had, but never realised their potential in terms of my
career counselling training. I am so glad today and egar to deliver my
sessions and guidance to my students and clients. One thing I learn in
his training was the administration of the tests and writting the
appropriate and accurate results to guide the clients with ao much
positive outputs.
Thanks to Mr. Diwakar for such a great weekend.
Dr. Ramesh Patil

We had a well researched and informative workshop with Diwakar Sir.
The interaction was scintillating and patient, all queries and doubts
were resolved. Thank you very much.
Excellent workshop. Resourceful, well experienced and supportive
host. Worth attending.
Excellent Workshop..very informative and experiential
Excellent experience, it practical helped me enhance my knowledge
and groom my skills.

27

Dr V Raghu Raman

Tamil Nadu

28

Mr. Ashish Shukla

Uttar Pradesh

29

DEEPAK BHATIA

Uttar Pradesh

30

Ms. Akshada Salvekar

Maharashtra

31

Prabha Rajan

tamilnadu

32
33
34
35
36
37

Anagha A Joshi
SHREYA JAIN
ABHINAY KUMAR
Dr. Chandra Shekhar Shrimali
Senthi Kumar Paramasivam
Dr.P.Shyamkumar

Maharashtra
Delhi
Bihar
Rajasthan
Tamilnadu
Karnataka

38

Vanaja Augustine

Tamil Nadu

39

Abha Shashi Kumar

Chhattisgarh

40

ARINDAM MUKHERJEE

WEST BENGAL

41

Pooja Agarwal

Telangana

42

Shivani Wadhwa

Telangana

43

Khaleelullah M H

Tamil Nadu

44

ANITA AHLAWAT

UTTAR PRADESH

45

Dr. Devinder Dhalla

Uttarakhand

46

Anup Ghosal

West Bengal

47

Baidhanath Kumar

Bihar

Excellent and the resource person is very knowledgeable on the
subject.Good interactive session .Highly satisfied.
It was very informative.
The workshop was highly interactive and all the sessions were flooded
with practical information that is needed for professional practice as a
Career Counselor. Sir has a innovative way of conducting the sessions
that makes the participation quite interesting and insightful. Really
thankful to Diwakar sir for all the guidance and motivation.
To have good learning experience, so that practicing Counseling will
have good experiences.
Excellent oppotunity for everyone. Diwakar sir was awesome. It was a
very useful and easy-to-understand session.
Valuable information and interactive workshop
It was very informative
Very good workshop
It was very informativ program
Good
Excellent
Very informative, interactive n trainer was very friendly . Many
guidelines helped us to know methods clearly.
Very useful,some live case discussion may be more helpful to
understand strategic approach.
Very Impressive. Learn lot of new things specially various tools of
testing in Career Counselling Domain.
It was great being a part of it. Acquired good information on career
counseling.
It was an insightful and practical webinar. Thankyou Sir, looking
forward to more such in the future.
A wonderful & informative session by Mr.Diwakar Singh. I gained a
vast knowledge thro this workshop.
it was an insightful session and learnt a lot
Workshop was interactive more over it was full of knowledgeable stuff
to become as a Career Coach.
Very Informative and Wonderful session
Insightful and very informative Session. just unbelievable experience
so i am very thankful to sir.

48

Jaya Rajdev

Maharashtra

49

MS. ARCHITHA RAJ

Karnataka

50
51

ANURADHA HARKARE
Swati Bhaskar

MAHARASHTRA
Uttarpradesh

52

Sangeeta Gupta

Delhi

53

SANJAY SHARMA

UTTAR PARADESH

54

PRIYANKA

punjab

55

Suneina Ramdas Halarnekar

Goa

56

Smt. Jyoti Purang

Chhattisgarh

57

V.Banupriya

Tamil Nadu

58

Karishma Chhatrapati

Maharashtra

59
60
61
62
63

Dr. Chandra singh bhati
SELVANAYAKI S
Rahul Bhattacharya
Saumya Srivastava
Ms. SABIHA

Rajasthan
Tamilnadu
West Bengal
Uttar Pradesh
Punjab

The workshop gave me hands on experience to use the psychometry
assessment tools. The facilitator Diwakar Sir is very patient and
knowledgeable person, he answered all the queries and has a very
pleasing personality. I am grateful to him for sharing his knowledge
and expertise with me in this workshop.
Very informative. Expanded our knowledge on the career counselling
aspect and recieved many tools as well. Totally worth it!
It is very useful
It was very beneficial.
The workshop was very informative and provided many insights
regarding different tests which can be conducted in career counseling.
Besides the information imparted regarding career paths was also
informative.Thanks Diwakar sir.
One of the best training with intensive knowledge. The Trainer Mr.
Diwakar with his vast wisdom knowledge guided us to the excellence.
Amazing session
Well organised, explained topics, with illustration, recording helped to
cover topics which were missed due to internet connectivity
Very nice and Educative, wonderful learning experience 👌
Good and practical one
The workshop was very informational. Sir was very patient and polite
and looked into everyone's query. It was a lovely experience, where I
learnt so much, and feel even better skilled at my work. Thank you so
much for such a good experience.
Very nice and Educative, wonderful learning experience
Very Informative program
Very Informative and Wonderful session
Very useful and helped in adding new knowledge
Superb workshop

64

DR. KG. MANOJ

Tamil Nadu

65

Apoorva Sharma

Rajasthan

66

Migy George

Kerala

67

Prerna Tomar

Rajasthan

68

Shambhavi Awasthi

UTTAR PRADESH

69

Dr Vanita Dua

Delhi

70

Dr. Suchitra Sharma

Chhattisgarh

71

Shikha Verma

Punjab

72

Dr. (Mrs.) Kathakali Mitra-Varma

Jharkhand

The workshop was very helpful and mass of knowledge gained as the
way he taught. Very kind, all doubts was cleared and much
transparency. God bless. Thank u. Do info the other classes..
Very useful and helped in gaining new knowledge
One of the best workshops which I have attended so far. Appreciate
Sir Diwakar's dedication and his excellence in the topic!
It was very informative workshop. My experience of this workshop was
very nice.
It was a great workshop where one can know minute detail od
counselling, administration of test and how to use it help people if
every age
Very useful training, well conducted.
This workshop is very useful for me, being a teacher I associated with
various students those felt in chaos condition about their career . I
think I am able to help them . I am really thankful for the trainer who
Express all this related things in very easy way .
Amazing workshp
Thank you for the support

The Career Counselling workshop by Sir Diwakar Singh was very
much helpful to me for understanding more about the importance of
career counselling in India, the job prospects on this area, the current
use of popular psychometric tests in career counselling set up, the
process and significance of registering with the Government NCS and
to know about our current job interest and related work profile. The
group discussion was also effective in knowing about others feedback,
background, opinion in the workshop. Overall, I would suggest every
career counsellor to attend this workshop/training before actually start
working, it will surely provide you with a thorough guidance. Thank you
Sir and I wish you and your family a prosperous and a happy 2021!!
Namaste & Regards.

73

Dr Amarnath Sharma

Chhattisgarh

74

Dr Shaini Suraj

Maharashtra

75

Sudha Rani Gongada

Andhra Pradesh

76

MRS. NAYANDEEP KAUR

HARYANA

77

Sakshi Seth Grover

Gujarat

78

Dr.Nidhi Srivastava

Uttar Pradesh

79

Nilam Phadtare - Zende

Maharashatra

80

Yashika Wadhwa Kumar

Delhi

81

Suramya Bhatnagar

Uttar Pradesh

82

Samadrita Bhattacharya

West bengal

अदभुत अनुभव। यह वर्कशॉप प्रेरणादायी रहा।
बहुत र्ुछ सीखने र्ो मिला। इस ज्ञान र्ो और अभ्यास र्र ववद्यामथकयों र्ो सही िार्क
दशकन ददया जा सर्ेर्ा। उन्हें रोजर्ारोन्िुखी ददशा दे ने िें अपनी भूमिर्ा दे सर्ूूँर्ा ।
डॉ ददवार्र सर ् र्ा बहुत बहुत आभार जजन्होंने परािशक से संबमं ित न मसर्क
जानर्ारी दी बजकर् ई - सािग्री दे र्र सिय सिय पर िार्कदशकन दे ने र्ी हािी
भरी। पुनः सर ् र्ो निन एवि आभार।
Very informative session. Practical aspect was the best part of the
session
Its very much useful and highly valid

The Certified Career Coach Program was a very informative and
useful training that helped me gain newer insights and skills in the
area of vocational guidance and career counselling. Keeping in mind
the future demands of the New Education Policy (NEP 2020), this
program has equipped me with a more holistic yet comprehensive
approach in providing guidance and counselling (online and offline) to
students in choosing their subjects, vocations and careers for a better
tomorrow with enough scope for one's growth. I extend my sincere
gratitude to Mr. Diwakar Singh Sikarwar, the trainer of this program for
sharing his knowledge in this field and for all his efforts to provide our
batch a meaningful learning experience.
it is very knowledgeable,
Very helpul and informative workshop. It was very interactive and well
organised for new practitioner. Very useful tools were provided
Workshop was really helpful the resource material provided is very
informational the booklets notes and the topics covered is very vast
and quite explanatory.
Its a highly recommended workshops for people who are interested in
helping people with choosing the right career. The material is well
formulated and includes everything which is required for a career
counselor.
It has been a wonderful learning experience. The trainers grasp of
subject and eagerness to guide is commendable.

83

Deepshikha Sharma

Uttar Pradesh

84

Krishnanand Bhat

Karnataka

85

Kasturi Borah

Assam

86

Ratnala Phani Kumar

Andhra Pradesh

87

Ms. Trapti Panwar

Madhya Pradesh

88

Dr. Anjali Chaudhary

MAHARASHTRA

89

Mrs.Shilpa.P.Augustine

Kerala

90

A. Ranjith Kumar

Tamil Nadu

91

Suhani chauhan

Uttar pradesh

92

MRIDUSMITA BAGCHI

Assam

The Career Coach Certification program was a wonderful opportunity
to gain knowledge for career counseling, it was very helpful to learn
about various platforms for counseling purpose, thanks to Diwakar Sir
for his guidance and support.
Course outline is well crafted. Entire journey of certification is very
enriching experience. Given a different perspective and different
directional thinking. Icing on cake was very resourceful facilitator. This
course showed me ocean of resource available to enrich my
knowledge and pass it to shape and build many youngsters future.
Thankful to faculty and CCI.

Indeed an interactive,informative and insightful program. Our guide is
a resourceful person and has been doing a noble job by providing
opportunities and platforms to so many aspiring counselors who can
evolve in the near future and contribute towards the wellbeing of the
society. Forever grateful for being part of this program and this family.

Highly informative sessions, adding value to our knowledge bucket.
The training was really wonderful. It has given tons of very useful
information and resources. Thank you so much for listening to us
patiently and solving all our queries. Looking to join the training
organised by Government of India. Thanks a lot.🙏🙏
It was a nice experience .classes are excellent
I really enjoyed learning from you Sir. it was indeed a wonderful
experience. you had confidence, clarity and patience in sharing your
knowledge with us. Looking forward to learn from and collaborate with
you in the future.
It was very informative.
It was an excellent session taken by Diwakar sir. It was informative,
insightful as well as intresting. Overall experience was Wonderful.

93

Ms. Swati Agarwal

West Bengal

94

Ridhima Sharma

Punjab

95

96

Shweta K. Batra

Bini Jai John

Maharashtra

Haryana

97

Dr. Seema Sharma

DELHI

98

Payel Chatterjee

West Bengal

99

Salony Priya

Haryana

100

Dr. Shahana Pathan

India

The workshop was really informative, based on developing the skills
as a career counsellor, and provided us with all the tools, resources,
websites that can help one to engage in best practice. The session
was also interactive, which enables us to learn from experiences of
other practicing counsellors as well. Thank you CCI and Diwakar Sir
for organizing this wonderful course.
It was very informative. Thank you sir.
The workshop was indeed extremely well defined towards its
objective. It was well planned, informative, interesting and interactive.
The content and supporting resource material was shared
meticulously and explained with ease. Queries were brilliantly and
impressively handled by Sir, Mr. Diwakar Singh Sikarwar. Though the
workshop was online, there weren't any shortcomings as such.Thank
you.
The Certified Career Coach Program has really proved to.be very
beneficial for me as a School Counselor. The course content was
delivered systematically and so simply by Diwakar Sir that we got to
understand easily and it has facilitated me to enhance my skills to
provide better guidance to my students. Thanks Sir for organizing this
informative session.
It was like a holden opportunity to attend this workshop. This workshop
not only taught us the concept of Interest Apptitude and personality but
enhanced us also from all said directions. Would highly recommend
this workshop for others. Join this workshop ones for realizing your
own potentials.
Thanku sir for for providing this wonderful opportunity.
Looking forward for more workshops
It was a great time I had learnt so many things in a short duration
which was commendable. The workshop was beyond expectations.
A very comprehensive career guidance training given in a short time .
Lot of tools shared and guidance of government portals was very
useful specially for me as I would like to help underprivileged sections
Fantastic

101

Shilpa Narayan

Maharashtra

102

Richa vijay wavhal

Maharashtra

103

Ms. Trina Guha Thakurta

West Bengal.

104

MANOJ SHARMA

DELHI

105

DIVYA CHAABRA

Haryana

106

PINKI BANERJEE

WEST BENGAL

107

IONA HEGDE

MAHARASHTRA

108

Nayana shetty

Goa

109

Dr.Roshni khatri

Madhya Pradesh

110

Dr. Shraddha Tiwari

Madhya Pradesh

Workshop was really excellent .It helped me to understand the
concept of career - counselling .Diwakar Sir was very patient and he
handled all the queries eaasily .Thank you for all your guidance and
training !!
It was very enlightening workshop. We really had a wonderful time.
We learned a lot. And also gained a lot of confidence to work as a
career counselor.
The four days certified career coach program was really praiseworthy.
Thanks for sharing such relevant informations, so many valuable tools
and most importantly your knowledge and time.
It's was an enriching experience.
I'll definitely try to apply those in future.Thank You Diwakar Sir.
Looking forward to learn form you more.
Respected sir I have not much experienced as counsellor but after
taking your classes organized by CCI, I am very much confident.
You’re such an amazing mentor and I hope you know that! Thank you!
The workshop was very well compiled and executed. The content of
the workshop is useful for career counselling purposes.
Very informative and got to know so many things from you. Thank you
sir.
Very informative and helpful, nicely explained! I highly recommend Mr
Diwakar and his training sessions!
Very informative and Our coach very patiently explained each and
every point to us
It was really engaging and a good learning platform.
It was a very informative Workshop with hands on experience on
psychometric tools and insight on their assessment and utility. I
appreciate Diwakar sir's patience and efforts to make everything
understandable to everyone. The guidance provided to make a career
in this field was very helpful. Highly recommend this workshop to
everyone aspiring a career in this field.

111

Ànuya Lonkar

Maharashtra

112

Syeda Ameena Masood

Telengana

113

Deeksha

Delhi

114

ARCHANA BHARDWAJ

U.P.

115

Fatema Ayaz Saify

Daman and diu

116

Varima Ranjan Gautam

Rajasthan

117
118
119

Rajni Gajjar
Aarti Shankla
Sripriya Shaji

Gujarat
Delhi 110056
Kerala

120

Kavita Panyam

Telangana

121

Neha Kaushal

New Delhi

122

NAGESHWARI SINGH

New Delhi

It was a wonderful session.
very structured and informative session that is being delivered with
such patience .
Thankyou Diwakar sir for conducting such an insightful session !!
Very Informative
I found the workshop very informative and useful. It teach me new
skills.
It's amazing experiences very knowledgeable sessions best part is
NCS counsellor membership process. Thanks a lots sir for this
enthusiastic workshop
The workshop was highly informative and presented in a systematic
way. Diwakar Sir was patient throughout the session and made it quite
interactive. It was overall a wonderful experience.
The workshop was a wonderful learning opportunity , It enhanced my
knowledge and the best part was the easy of understanding .
I would recommend the Workshop to everyone who wishes to be a
part of the Career Coaching field .
Learnt a lot of new things!
It was a wonderful experience.
Excellent workshop
A very comprehensive course with an able facilitator that has immense
patience and dedication towards the profession and subject.
The workshop was so informative and comprehensive. I learnt alot
and the kind of material provided is vast and so helpful for our career
counselling career. Thank you so much Diwakar Sir for giving us such
an amazing workshop.
This is the first workshop that I’ve attended where I actually feel like
I’ve gained a huge amount of info
High quality material and...passionate presentation style
thanks for the workshop Diwakar sir.

123

Shally Thomas

Chattisgarh

124

C Lalthazuala

Mizoram

125
126

Aruna. B
Dr. Sabahat Naz

Karnataka
Madhya Pradesh

127

Nancy Agarwal

West bengal

128

Vaishali Dhole

Maharashtra

129

Dr. Shakuntala Gupta

ORISSA

130

Dr Priyankaveera Shelke

Maharashtra

131

Dr. Mita Shah

Madhya Pradesh

Very informative, comprehensive,but in detail ,as per the need of the
hour.
His one to one attention to each participant with lucid explanation and
great patience is appreciated.

It was more than what I expected. So many topics covered within just
4 days. Yet, beautifully and clearly explained within the limited time.
This will surely help me to guide students to choose wisely in their
career path. Thank you so much.
Very much informative
Wonderful Session, systematic and informative.
It was very informative and comprehensive course with proper
guidance on all the tests
Very useful for me
This course is very informative and helpful for career counseling.
Feedback :
Excellent and comprehensive yet elaborate course on career coaching
! I am very grateful for your efforts
Attending this well structured and useful workshop is an experience to
cherish. The content delivered would not have been useful without the
brilliant explanations and above all immense patience of Mr. Diwaker
Singh Sikharwar. Its the art of the trainer that matters the most and I
feel blessed to be acquainted with this amazingly talented trainer
Would look forward to a continuous association and witness the future
endeavours. Thankyou

